MASTERS TRAINERS PROGRAMME IN ENGLISH CORE
AT GGIS
On 3rd March 2017, 2days long workshop cum seminar was inaugurated in the
auditorium (Pranah) of Gyan Ganga International School. The dignitaries and
delegates who honored the opening session of this programme were the
executive director of GGIS Dr. Nitin Jain, Director COE Pune Mrs. Arunima
Mazumdar, Resource person Smt. Jayshree Venkatranam and school principal and
venue Director Dr. Rajesh K. Chandel. This training programme for Master’s
Trainer’s is organized in collaboration and association with COE Pune. The main
aim of this capacity building programmers for Master Trainers in English core class
12th is to facilitate the entire teachers with the regular and common problems
that a teacher as well as a student fees during the entire lectures and even in
understanding the subject.
The programme started with the lighting of the traditional lamp and sarasawati
vandana seeking wisdom and blessing of goddess of knowledge. The dignities and
delegates were welcomed by the venue directors/school principal Dr. Rajesh k.
Chandel with a welcome note and offering bouquet. He also welcomed the
participants of this programme who are from across the country including
principals, vice principals, co-coordinators and subject teacher nearly 54
participants has become an integral part of workshop.
The resource person smt. Jayshree venkatraman started the workshop with a ice
breaker as round 1 in which she made all the participants acquainted with each
other and by asking the either partner to introduce his/her co-partners. Further
the resource person picked up the main flaws and problems that is faced by both
the teachers as well as students in leaning and teaching English. Participant’s
enthustically participated in the discussion and also revealed their knowledge
about the topics dealt. Number of exercises and handouts made the sessions
interesting and worthy for the complete teacher fortenity.

Speaking on the opening session the executive director Dr. Nitin Jain
(GGIS) welcomed the delegates, guests, resources person and all the participants
from the core of his heart. He emphasized on the importance of language in
today’s scenario and even the importance of such workshops that would
definitely help the teachers and students of class XII. He expressed his earnest
gratitude’s and thanks to all the delegates, resource persons and participants by
participating and making it a grand success.

The second day of the workshop Cum seminar started with a remarkable song
that expressed the zeal & enthusiasm of a teacher making his/her students
achieve their goal & success in their life.
After a short recap of last day’s session the 2 nd day of the workshop
commenced with the speech of famous Nobel laureate Dr. Kailash Satyarthi
through audio visual aids. Which further moved the participants to learn the
importance and rules & regulations while making not & taking not? The resource
person for the second day was same Smt. Jayshree venkatranam while exercising
the handouts that dealt with note making & taking she made the session
interesting one by one asking the participants and explaining & making their note
and summarized writing activity on their own. Heading ahead the resource person
also clarified the doubts of the participants by discussing the making scheme of
the writing skills & reading skills.
The post lunch sessions were totally dedicated to the explanations of pros,
poetry and fiction collections of class XII syllabus that helped out the teachers to a
long extent. During this session the resource person hand over the stage to the
participants for exploring their ideas interpretations and the way they presented
their content. The most likely and interesting round was the round in which
teacher explained the content and was criticized and evaluated them. Moving
ahead the resource person distributed drawing sheet to all the groups and asked
them to prepare a poster describing the hot issues of time, this round was
proceeded with the presentation of question framing based on Bloom’s
taxonomy.

In the end vote of thank was given by Mrs. Anita Pandey in which the
resource persons, observers, guests, delegates, principal, vice principal, and
whole teachers farentty were thanked. Addressing the gathering school principal
cum venue Director D. Rajesh. K Chandel expressed his earnest gratitude & tons
of thanks to the esteemed guests diginaties and the resource persons. He also
extended his heart felt thanks to the management of Gyan Ganga family for giving
the huge platform and enabling the entire teachers fartority to come together
join their hands to explains their ideas and help each other in soughting out the
flaws & flauts.
In the same sequence the resource person & diginaties were felicitated
by presenting member as the mark of remembrances and as a token of love.

